Quantum error correction plays an important role in fault-tolerant quantum information processing. It is usually difficult to experimentally realize quantum error correction, as it requires multiple qubits and quantum gates with high fidelity. Here we propose a simple quantum error-correcting code for the detected amplitude damping channel. The code requires only two qubits. We implement the encoding, the channel, and the recovery on an optical platform, the IBM Q System, and a nuclear magnetic resonance system. For all of these systems, the error correction advantage appears when the damping rate exceeds some threshold. We compare the features of these quantum information processing systems used and demonstrate the advantage of quantum error correction on current quantum computing platforms. arXiv:2001.07998v1 [quant-ph] 
Introduction
Quantum computing, as the next generation of information technology, exploits the superposition principle and quantum entanglement to solve some difficult problems more efficiently than classical computing devices. It is widely believed that quantum computing has potential to realize an exponential advantage for certain problems, such as prime factor decomposition 1 and principal component analysis 2 , over current classical algorithms. In addition, some pioneering work also connects quantum computing with other research fields, including quantum simulation, cryptography, and machine learning. Since the concept of quantum computers came into being, several quantum systems, such as linear optical systems, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) systems, trapped ion systems, and superconducting circuits, were regarded as possible platforms to implement quantum computers 3 . Over the past decade, hardware for quantum computers has undergone an astonishing evolution, especially on superconducting circuits and trapped ion systems. Very recently, Google announced that they had achieved quantum advantage using a programmable superconducting processor with 53 qubits 4 . In the field of trapped ions, IonQ also made a presentation about their quantum computer with 79 processing qubits 5 . On the other hand, IBM and Rigetti released their online quantum platforms linking with real superconducting quantum computers to the public. We are now entering a new era in quantum technology, namely the Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) 6 era, even with fault-tolerant quantum computing still a distant dream.
Theoretically, quantum computers could outperform classical computers dramatically. However, it still presents a major obstacle that the information encoded on qubits is very vulnerable to the noise induced by inevitable interaction between the qubits and the environment. Almost all the proposed physical implementations encounter quantum errors, including decoherence, imperfect quantum logic gates, and readout error. A direct approach to reduce quantum errors is improving the quantum computers on the physical level. At present, in superconducting quantum processors, single-qubit and two-qubit gate fidelities exceed 99.9 % and 99.5 % 4 , respectively. Benefiting from well-developed quantum control techniques, such as composite pulses 7 , refocusing pulses 8 , and the Gradient Ascent Pulse Engineering (GRAPE) algorithm 9 , fidelities of quantum gates can reach even higher accuracy on NMR quantum computers.
While improving the quantum hardware is in the main focus of research right now, it is impossible to completely eliminate the errors in quantum computers. To realize a reliable quantum computer, additional techniques are required. Quantum error correction (QEC) 10, 11, 12 , protecting quantum information against unwanted operations, has spawned considerable interest from both physicists and mathematicians. Some initial theoretical results in this field focused on quantum error-correcting codes (QECC) 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 , other approaches are noiseless quantum codes and decoherence free subspaces 18 . The discovery of QECCs enhanced the possibility of building a quantum computer and has further lead to the concept of fault-tolerant quantum computation 17, 19, 20 . One important QECC is the surface code with a fault tolerance threshold of 1 × 10 −2 for each error source 21, 22 . Previous experimental progress for some quantum error-correcting codes demonstrated the power of QECC for several qubits for linear optics 23 , trapped ions 24, 25 , NMR 26 , and superconducting circuits 27, 28, 29, 30 . Measurement-based feedback 30, 31 and other advanced techniques have also been developed to implement error correction, in order to build a continuous-time and automatic quantum error correction system.
In this paper, we report on the implementation of a channel-adapted detected amplitude quantum code using a two-qubit system on various platforms: a quantum optical system, the IBM Q Figure 1 : The model of the quantum communication system with an amplitude damping channel. The encoder maps an arbitrary initial single-qubit state ρ = |ψ ψ| to the code space using two qubits. Then a detected amplitude damping channel acts on each of the two qubits. Finally we apply the recovery circuit (including decoding), which discards the second qubit, obtaining a single-qubit output state ρ that ideally has a large overlap with the input state |ψ .
Experience superconducting circuit, and an NMR quantum system. The experiments on different quantum systems successfully demonstrate the power of the error-correcting code with observable improvement of the fidelity when the damping rate is larger than a threshold γ c .
Result
QECC for Detected Amplitude Channel In a typical quantum information process, like the one shown in Fig. 1 , quantum information might be subject to spontaneous decay with detected photon emission, which is modelled by the dectected amplitude channel. Generally, a dectected amplitude damping channel is composed of an amplitude damping channel (denoted by Φ AD , see the Supplementary Material) and an ancilla system indicating whether damping has ocurred. The channel can be described by Kraus operators with an extra qubit,
The construction of quantum error-correcting codes for the detected amplitude channel has been discussed in Refs. 32, 33, 34 . The simplest code correcting a single error of the detected amplitude channel needs only two qubits, and hence can be implemented on a present quantum computer. Based on the analysis in Ref. 32 , we firstly encode the initial state |ψ = α|0 + β|1 onto the basis |+ |+ and |− |− using a CNOT gate followed by two Hadamard gates,
For the two-qubit code given by Eq. 2, there are two standard error correction protocols derived from the classical code, denoted by Standard A and Standard B. Additionally, using the polar decomposition method in the Supplementary Material, we obtain Optimal Recovery which will lead a higher fidelity. The optimal recovery operation will depend on the damping parameter γ, meaning it is a "channel-adaptive" error correction scheme. The detailed process for the different protocols is given in the Methods section.
Physical Systems Photons as a kind of "flying qubits" are widely used for quantum information processing and simulation. In a linear optics system, single qubit operations can be implemented with high fidelity as photons are essentially decoherence-free and are not affected by the environment. However, two-qubit gates, like the controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate, become a challenge as it is difficult to let photons interact. We are using optical qubits encoded in the polarization degree of freedom to demonstrate quantum error correction.
In 2018, IBM Q released a 14-qubit transmon superconducting quantum processor ( Fig. 2 (b) ), IBM Q 16 Melbourne, which is accessible via Qiskit, an open-source framework for quantum computing on IBM Q Experience. The average fidelity of single qubit operations exceeds 99.0 %, and the fidelity of the CNOT operation is nearly 82.7 % to 95.2 %. The pulse durations are 100 ns and 348 ns for single qubit rotation gates and CNOT gates based on the cross-resonance interaction, respectively. In addition, two-qubit gates are only permitted between neighboring qubits that are connected by a superconducting bus resonator (see the inset in Fig. 2 (b) ). More information on the qubits and quantum gates on IBM Q 16 Melbourne, such as the dephasing times and gate fidelities, can be found on the IBM Q site https://quantumexperience.ng.bluemix.net/qx/ devices.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) quantum computing is one of the first proposed schemes for building a quantum computer with spin-1/2 nuclei, such as 1 H or 13 C. With a time-varying radio frequency (RF) field and the free evolution between the different spins, arbitrary unitary transforms can be implemented in the NMR quantum computer. In our experiment, we used a Crotonic acid specimen. The four qubits on the Crotonic acid are represented by the spin-1/2 13 C nuclear spins, labeled as C 1 to C 4 as shown in Fig. 2 (c). The decoherence times of the Crotonic acid are T 1 ≈ 1500 ms and T * 2 ≈ 550 ms. All NMR experiments were carried out on a Bruker DRX 600 MHZ spectrometer at room temperature.
Experimental Schemes For the three quantum systems, quantum optical platform, IBM Q superconducting circuit and NMR system (see the Supplementary Material), we have implemented different variants of quantum error-correction for the detected amplitude damping channel. In this model of decoherence, an excited state decays to the ground state with some probability. Monitoring the system, one obtains the addtional classical information whether the system has decayed or not. Owing to the features of the different systems, we first adapt our scheme to the particular device and decompose the quantum circuits into basic gates native for each system. In Fig. 3 give the quantum circuits that we employed in the realistic experimental process.
As shown in Fig. 2 (a) , a 390 nm femto-second light (frequency-doubled from a 780 nm mode-lock Ti:sapphire pulsed laser with a pulse width of 150 fs and repetition rate 76 MHz) pumps a sandwich beamlike phase-matching β-barium-borate (BBO) crystal to generate pairs of polarization entangled photon 1 √ 2 (|HV + |V H ) in the spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) process. Based on the entangled photons source, we can prepare the desired encoded state for the six different states (see the Supplementary Material) by using polarization beam splitters (PBS), half wave plates (HWP), and quarter wave plates (QWP). The detailed configurations are given in Table 1 in the Supplementary Materials. As illustrated in the middle part of Fig. 2 (a) , for the optical platform we use an interferometer to implement the detected amplitude damping channel 35 . After passing through the first beam displacer (BD), the photons with horizontal polarization (H) and vertical polarization (V ) are parallelly displaced with respect to each other 36, 37 . For the operator A 0 , the amount of damping γ is adjusted by rotating HWP1 placed between two BDs by the angle θ, with sin 2 2θ = 1 − γ. Meanwhile HWP2 and HWP3 are rotated by 45 • to perform the bit-flip operator. Regarding A 1 , HWP1 is rotated by θ, where γ = sin 2 2θ. Both HWP2 and HWP3 are set at 0 • to remove the horizontally polarized photon (part II in Fig. 2 (a) ). Hence, the two interferometers together (middle part of Fig. 2 (a) ) can simulate the four error pattern:
In the error correction part, we use the method of Refs. 38,39,40 to implement an all-optical CNOT gate, which is constructed by partially polarizing beam splitters (PPBS) and HWPs. To quantify the quality of the CNOT gate, we perform quantum process tomography showing that the fidelity between the implemented and the ideal gate is about 88.5% 41 . The errors are mainly caused by the mode mismatch of the Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interferometer. In our experiment, the error patterns and the corresponding recovery operations are given in Table 2 , where the gates H and X can be easily realized by rotating the HWP by 22.5 • and 45 • respectively. The detailed information about the case without error correction is given in the Supplementary Materials.
On IBM Q and the NMR system we use two ancilla qubits to implement the two-qubit detected amplitude channel. The qubits of IBM Q 16 Melbourne and the Crotonic acid (see Fig. 2 (b) and (c), resp.) meet the required coupling structure (other quantum chips from IBM Q do not match this connectivity map). To be more concrete, Q 5 , Q 6 , Q 8 , Q 9 on IBM Q 16 Melbourne are selected because the average error rates of CNOTs between those qubits are lower than others. Generally, there are three parts in the quantum circuit, encoder, amplitude channel, and recovery circuit (containing the decoder) in the IBM Q and the NMR experiments, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . First, we prepare the initial state |ψ by a single qubit rotation of Q 5 . A CNOT gate and two Hadamard gates compose the encoder. With controlled-y-rotation gates R y (θ) acting on the ancillas with the encoded qubits as control and CNOT gates acting on the encoded qubits, we can simulate the two-qubit detected amplitude channel 12 . The relation between the damping ratio γ and the rotation angle θ is γ = sin 2 (θ/2). Measuring the ancilla qubits reveals which type of error occurred. If the result is |0 , A 0 has occurred on the corrsponding encoded qubit, while A 1 has occurred when the result is |1 . Recovery circuits optimized for IBM Q 16 Melbourne and the NMR system are shown in Fig. 3 (b) . To extract the quantum density matrix of the decoded qubit, we use quantum state tomography (QST) and post selection (see the Supplemental Material), measuring the output of the same quantum circuit in different bases. For the IBM Q experiments, we construct the circuit with three-parameter single qubit rotation gates U 3 (θ, λ, φ) and CNOT gates. For the NMR experiments, we generate the pulse sequences of the encoder, two-qubit amplitude damping channel, and recovery circuit using an optimized shape pulse sequence with a total time of 61 ms. Table 2 . The detected amplitude damping channel is depicted by ε. In the error correction part, we implement Standard Correction A (see Supplemental Material) using four single qubit rotations and a CNOT based on a HOM interferometer. For the reconstruction of the decoded state, we use post-selection on the other qubits. (b) The circuit for IBM Q and the NMR system. Artificial amplitude damping channels are implemented by a controlled-y-rotation from the encoded qubits to the ancillas and the subsequent CNOT gates. Measuring the ancilla qubits at the end reveals which error has occurred. The single-qubit gates V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , and V 4 in the recovery circuit depend on the particular error. To simplify the circuit, we run experiments with all settings and use post-selection on the corresponding measurement results of the ancillas. At the end, we use single-qubit state tomography on the second qubit to reconstruct the density matrix.
Experimental Results
The main experimental results for the three systems are shown in Fig. 4 . The fidelity of the effective communication channel is plotted as a function of the damping parameter γ. For the three different systems, we show the effective regions for which Optimal Recovery (respectively Standard Correction A for the optical platform) yields a higher fidelity than using no error correction. Without error correction, the optical platform shows a great advantage in comparison to the other two systems, with the performance of IBM Q being the lowest. However, with error correction, the situation changes dramatically. For the optical platform, the state fidelity drops already a lot at γ = 0, while adding error-correcting only slightly reduces the fidelity at γ = 0 for IBM Q. Exhibiting the largest effective region (lighter blue), our error correction scheme exhibits a good performance on the NMR system, and the maximal improvement at γ ≈ 0.6 reaches approximately 0.2. For IBM Q, the improvement (red region) is smaller, but it is still given for a large range of damping parameters γ. For the optical platform, error correction improves the overall fidelity only a little for γ > 0.83
On the optical platform (see Fig. S2 in the Supplementary Material) we perform experiments with Standard Correction A and without correction. At the mercy of the bad fidelity of implementing the CNOT by HOM interference, we find that at lower damping probabilities (γ = 0.17 ∼ 0.83), the fidelity for the state without correction is larger than with standard correction. However, if the damping probability γ is larger than 0.83, standard error correction will be better. This demonstrates some limited improvement using quantum error correction. The results for the NMR system are show in Fig. S4 . Optimal Recovery, Standard Correction A, as well as Standard Correction B show substantial improvements in comparison to Without Correction, indicating the power of quantum error correction. Furthermore, the state fidelity curves for Standard Correction A and Standard Correction B exhibit faster decay than the curve for Optimal Recovery, revealing that Optimal Recovery is indeed the best error correction scheme for the detected amplitude damping channel, which matches the theoretical result.
Discussion
The experiments mainly demonstrate the potential to realize quantum error correction on a quantum computer in the NISQ era by implementing an optimal error-correcting code for detected amplitude damping on IBM Q, an optical platform, and an NMR system. All experiments provide evidence that the advantage of quantum error correction can even be revealed on a present quantum computer, with only a few qubits and faulty quantum gates. For all three systems, Optimal Recovery shows eventually an improvement in comparison to Without Correction. On the other hand, for small damping parameters γ, the correction scheme does not come into effect on the optical platform and on IBM Q.
Our experiments also reveal the underlying relation between the ability of quantum control and the performance of quantum error correction. In a typical quantum information process, quantum errors mainly stem from imprecise readout, decoherence, and faulty CNOT gates.
Firstly, we consider the influence of imprecise readout. The readout error for the optical platform and the NMR system can be neglected because for both the precision of readout is close to 99.9 %. On the IBM Q platform, however, the average error rate of readout is nearly 5.0 %, see Table 3 in the Supplementary Material. Apparently, the readout error only contributes a fraction of the entire infidelity in our experiments.
The qubit quality, especially the coherence time, is also an important factor for the performance of the quantum error-correcting code. A rough estimate for the state 1 √ 2 (|0 + |1 ) shows that the decoherence error contribution from T 2 for IBM Q and the NMR system are 3.5 % and 9.9 %, respectively (see the Supplementary Material) . Therefore, the decoherence is not the main source of the infidelity in IBM Q experiments, but may cause the dominant error in the NMR system. For the optical system, substantial infidelity is contributed by the CNOT based on HOM interference. When adding the CNOT to the recovery circuit, the total shot numbers of photons will be suppressed by the PPBS crystal. We denote the phenomenon by shot loss. If we use ideal probabilities that the errors happen instead of the real probabilties in the experiments to reconstruct the effective density matrix, the correcting effect will enhance, see Fig. S5 . A similar effect occurs for IBM Q because of cross-resonance CNOT gates. This phenomenon stems from ZZ-crosstalk in the superconducting qubit chips 42 . To reconstruct the density matrix with ideal probabilties, even Standard Correction A shows the capcity to improve the channel fidelity in Fig. S5 . However, in the NMR experiments, we use the GRAPE algorithm to generate the total pulse sequence with a precision of 99.9 %, which gives a great improvement to CNOTs and other operations.
In conclusion, our experiments demonstrate that the quality of CNOT mainly influences the performance of quantum error correction. CNOT operations, at the core of both encoder and decoder, play a unique role to generate entanglement in both quantum error correction and quantum computing. Our results motivate further investigations to improve the precision of CNOT operations and indicate the route towards viable quantum error correction in the NISQ era.
Methods

Standard Correction A/B For the two-qubit code given by Eq. (2), Standard Correction A/B protocols can be derived as follows:
• If A 0 A 1 (or A 1 A 0 ) happens, discard the qubit on which A 1 happened. On the other qubit, apply X to compensate for the phase error introduced by A 1 acting differently on |+ and |− .
• If A 0 A 0 happens, directly decode the two qubits.
• If A 1 A 1 happens, the quantum state |ψ is converted to the state |00 . To maximize the fidelity, we transform it to an equally weighted superposition state 1 √ 2 (|0 + |1 ). There are two different schemes to create an equally weighted superposition state which we refer to as Standard Correction A/B (see Table. 2), respectively.
Optimal Recovery The Optimal Recovery operators are derived in the Supplementary Material. We find a pair of recovery operations V 3 and V 4 that can be implemented by Pauli gates, the Hadamard gate, a CNOT gate and general single-qubit three-parameter rotation gates. The two recovery operations have the form V 3 = U † 1 H and V 4 = HU † 2 X, where
where the parameters s and t are given by
The general setup of the circuit for both standard correction and optimal recovery is shown in Fig. 1 . Information on the specific circuits is given in Table 2 and Fig. 3 
Supplemental Material: Testing a Quantum Error-Correcting Code on Various Platforms 1 The Amplitude Damping Channel
The amplitude damping channel is an important model that describes spontaneous emission and the loss of energy in quantum communication S12,S43 . Generally, the effect of s channel on a quantum state is represented by a completely positive, trace-preserving linear map acting on a density matrix ρ. Such a map can be expressed in the Kraus representation A(ρ)
The Kraus representation of the single-qubit amplitude damping channel has the form
where the Kraus operators are
The operation A 1 maps the state |1 to the state |0 , corresponding to the entire loss of energy of a qubit, e.g., due the the spontaneous emission of a photon. The operation A 0 does not change the state |0 , but reduces the amplitude of the state |1 . For the detected amplitude damping channel, the additional classical information is available which of the two cases has occurred. To simulate a detected amplitude damping channel, we have to apply the operation A 0 or A 1 to the state, which are are non-unitary local operation. hence we need local filters S44 in quantum optics or add ancillas for the superconducting circuit and NMR system S12 , making use of post selection.
Post Selection and State Tomography
For each qubit, there are the two possible errors A 0 and A 1 , which in our simulation of the channel can be distinguished by the outcome of measuring the ancillas. In total, four different error patterns A i A j = A i ⊗ A j may occur on the encoded bipartite state. To be more concrete, assume that the initial state |ψ was prepared on qubit A. Then the encoding operation gives the encoded two-qubit state ρ A,B on qubits A and B. Suppose that the channels act on both qubits of the encoded state ρ A,B . Then we will obtain the density matrix ρ ij with probability p ij , where
for i, j = 0, 1. To recover the information of the quantum state, we decode the density matrix ρ ij and then trace out qubit B. The final reduced density matrix ρ A can be obtained by taking the weighted sum of the results of single qubit state tomography on the qubit A for the four cases i, j = 0, 1. Therefore, the final density matrix ρ A has the form
where D denotes the decoding operation. To measure the distance between the final density matrix ρ A and the initial quantum state ρ A = |ψ ψ|, we use the fidelity F (ρ A , ρ A ), defined as
In order to compute the average fidelity of the whole communication system, it suffices to consider the six input states
which are the states of three mutually unbiased bases forming a 2-design.
Optimal Recovery
We encode the state |0 as | + + and the state |1 as| − − . Then the encoding isometry is given by ρ → EρE † , where E = | + + 0| + | − − 1| (S10)
Combining encoding and the amplitude damping channel, we obtain Kraus operators
where i, j = 0, 1.
Writing t ij in its polar decomposition
where |t ij | = t † ij t ij and v ij are isometries, the recovery operations are given by
where ρ ij are arbitrary single qubit states.
As ρ ij tr(ρ(I − v ij v † ij )) = 0 for all ρ = t ij ρ s t † ij (where ρ s is an arbitrary single qubit state), we will only need to implement v † ij , together with an arbitrary completion to a POVM. The isometries v ij are given by
It can be shown that v † 00 cannot be directly implemented in a unitary way, i.e., by a two-qubit unitary followed by tracing out one qubit, using a single CNOT operation.
We finally obtain the single-qubit gates V i for the error correction circuit shown in Fig. 3 ,
where
In order to implement the decoding isometry
one can measure the second qubit in the computational basis, followed by a Hadamard transformation H on the first qubit. If |0 is obtained in the measurement, then the state of the first qubit is α |0 + β |1 . If |1 is obtained, we have α |0 − β |1 , so a Z-gate has to be applied before the single-qubit state tomography.
Preparation of the Encoded States for the Optical Platform
In Table 1 , we list the optical elements needed to prepare the six different encoded states from a polarization entangled two-phton state.
Recovery Operations
In Table 2 we list the local operations V i for the recovery operation (see Fig. 3 ). For Optimal Recovery, only the operations for the case A 0 A 0 are different.
Initial state Optical elements (qubit 1) Optical elements (qubit 2) Detected-jump channel without correction The experimental setup for the case without correction is given in Fig. S1 . The entangled photon state 1/ √ 2(|HH +|V V ) is prepared through spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) which is similar to the photon source in Fig. 2 (a) in the main text. Then one photon of each photon pair is sent to the detected amplitude channel with the other one providing a trigger signal. Here we test the six single qubit states |0 , |1 , 1/ √ 2(|0 + |1 ), 1/ √ 2(|0 − |1 ), 1/ √ 2(|0 + i|1 ) and 1/ √ 2(|0 − i|1 ), which can be prepared by projecting the trigger photon onto |H , |V , 1/ √ 2(|H + |V ), 1/ √ 2(|H − |V ), 1/ √ 2(|H + i|V ), and 1/ √ 2(|H − i|V ), respectively. At last, standard single qubit tomography is performed on the photon passing through the channel.
Error probabilities for IBM Q In Table 3 , we list the error probabilities for IBM Q. Table 4 , we list the frequencies (Hz) and coupling constants for the Crotonic acid used in the NMR experiment. 
Information about NMR system In
Error
The infidelity of the first qubit is On IBM Q, the loss of shots results from the crosstalk between qubits, and leads to some abnormal excitation on other qubits. We compare the fidelity of the raw single-qubit density matrix with that of the real density matrix considering the probabilities.
